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Through an autonomous experimenting approach and use of strong materials Reflections Copenha-
gen pioneer the creative field to create the highest aesthetic designs, which unite exquisite materials 
and geometric shapes to form functional art objects. Reflections Copenhagen was founded in 2015, by 
Julie Hugau and Andrea Larsson.

The Reflections Copenhagen designs are balanced to challenge the traditional styles, colours and sha-
pes of today’s décor by adding new dimensions and possibilities to interior decorating. 
All irregularities and inconsistencies are part of the particular handcrafted character and elegance.

The initial idea to create Reflections Copenhagen came out of the mutual feeling that there was a need 
for something different, something to counteract the traditional and a desire to be able to create a 
fusion of dynamic Reflections, which appeal to unconventional ways of using the perfect combination 
of decór and art.

We challenge ‘mass’ perception and production in all our designs with a sustainable mindset, by con-
tributing with high-quality designs, which sum up perspectives of how to provide new expressions 
through strength and form that lasts for generations.

All Reflections Copenhagen products have been individually
hand produced with unique artisan techniques.
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AW22 

This very functional and incredibly decorative collection uses an entrancing colour 
scheme that stands sharp against a white tablecloth. Whether you are searching for a 
new glass object for your home, or a special gift for a friend, you will find the perfect 
piece in this new collection. The designers at Reflections Copenhagen have used a 
unique colour blocking scheme that enables them to create unexampled and show-

stopping pieces, taking their inspiration from the Memphis and Bauhaus eras.

Reflections Copenhagen is proud to introduce four new candle holders to their col-
lection. Each one offers their own unique charm, which is strong enough to stand on 
their own but also entrancing when paired together. You can display them beautifully 
on mantle pieces, books shelves, or the top of  a table. These delightful candle holders 
will bring a riot of  colours wherever placed. Each colour scheme is carefully compo-

sed to highlight the exquisite craftmanship and silhouettes in each holder. 

The chunky and decadent napkin rings are crafted by hand and will bring an intere-
sting and enjoyable sense to your table settings. They are fun to mix and match with 

other products from our line to create splashes of  colours on your table.

Reflections Copenhagen have expanded their collection to include four new vibrantly 
coloured plates. The collection has taken its inspiration from Art Nouveau graphics 
and modernised them by adding a splash of  the 1980’s and contemporary colour 

schemes, as well as an obvious Scandinavian character.

The dinner plate collection will be an upgrade to your porcelain collection. Bold 
enough to stand alone or daring enough to be grouped together for a modern twist. 

One thing is for sure – these plates will spruce up any dinner table.

NEWS
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INDIA 

16 x 8 cm

LAGUNA 

10,5 16 cm

CARMINA 

10,5 X 16 cm AYA 

15 x 8 cm

CANDLE HOLDERS

Laguna
This striking candle holder features many unique elements in its 
design. With its aquamarine blue butterfly wings standing on a 

pink opal coloured base, this striking colour blocking combination 
makes this crystal candle holder an objet d’art, delightful wherever 

placed. The Laguna candle holder is strong enough to stand on 
its own, but it is even more entrancing when paired together with 

another candle holder from our collection. 

Carmina
This striking candle holder features many unique elements in 

its design - opal butterfly wings standing on an amber coloured 
base, stacked in a combination of  shapes, and finished off with an 
emerald candle holder. This striking colour blocking combination 
makes this crystal candle holder an objet d’art, delightful where-
ver placed. The Carmina candle holder will entice you with its 

spellbinding and delightful colour blocking combination and can 
stand strongly on its own or be paired together with another candle 

holder from our collection.

Aya
This gemlike candle holder captivates anyone that looks at it with 
its riot of  colour combinations – emerald, green, sapphire blue, 

onyx, and amber. This sharp and sparkling hand-cut crystal Cand-
le Holder is incredibly captivating and will stand sharp on a white 
tablecloth alone or create a riot of  colours by combining it with all 

four candle holders from our collection.

 India
This interesting and lively candle holder has been designed with 
the aim of  creating an entrancing effect. With a ruby red crystal 

base, stacked with a sky-blue and orange ball, topped with an opal 
sphere, and finalised with an amber candle holder element, this 

piece will stimulate all your senses. It is a celebration to the skilled 
craftsmanship used to create this piece.
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JACKIE BOWL

The grand finale from this collection comes with the Jackie bowl. The shape of  this bowl was created 
with great attention to detail so that it is not only useful but incredibly beautiful as a centre piece as well. 
The diamond engraved zigzags along the side of  the bowl, and the amethyst and emerald coloured base 
draw attention to the sturdiness and gracefulness of  this bowl. It makes a fabulous addition to any table 

setting and will be an object of  admiration and a true statement piece in your home.

LINCOLN CHRISTMAS

Angular, crisp, and clear-cut shapes come together in these two fabulous Christmas crystal tealight holder 
configurations. Featuring pink, red, clear, and green colours, these tealight holders lend themselves perfectly 
to a Christmas atmosphere, but due to their contemporary look can also decorate any room outside of  the 
Christmas season. They are crafted from fine hand-cut crystal, designed to artfully refract light through the 
facetted silhouette. These two Lincoln Christmas tealight holders will bring any table into the festive mood.

LINCOLN CHRISTMAS
TEALIGHT HOLDERS 
7,5 x 7,5 x 8,3 cm

JACKIE BOWL
20 x 20 x 15,5 cm
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SHELBY NAPKIN RINGS
6,5x5,3x2,5 cm (hole 3,5 cm)

SHELBY NAPKIN RINGS SHELBY NAPKIN RINGS

These incredible jewellike napkin rings, sold in pairs, are a simple and modern twist to 
our new collection.

Not only are they handcrafted in the highest quality crystals, but they are thoughtfully paired 
together for a bold and energetic effect. These glimmering and dazzling napkin rings will bring 

a star-studded effect to any table setting.
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PORCELAIN PORCELAIN

Reflections Copenhagen have expanded their collection to include 4 new vibrantly coloured 
plates. The collection has taken its inspiration from Art Nouveau graphics and modernised 

them by adding a splash of  the 1980’s and a contemporary colour scheme, as well as an obvious 
Scandinavian character.

The dinner plate collection will be an upgrade to your porcelain collection. 
Bold enough to stand alone or daring enough to be grouped together for a modern twist.

        One thing for sure – these plates will spruce up any dinner table.

MADEIRA DINNER PLATE
27 cm

LAGOS DINNER PLATE
27 cm

ELVAS DESSERT PLATE
23 cm

PONTA DESSERT PLATE
23 cm
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The T-light Holders by Reflections Copenhagen combines versatility with value, 
using the Reflections Copenhagen signature cuts and design to create crystal of  asto-
nishing clarity, colour and substantial weight. Taking cues from classic architecture 
and the Art Deco era, the T-light holders will make dramatic addition to any table 

setting bringing radiance and sparkle.
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MEMPHIS

The Memphis Tealight Holder introduces a magical and enchanting vision with its 
colour combination and striking figure. This crystal Tealight Holder truly enhances 

your tableware and intertwines functionality with art. 

MEMPHIS 

26,5 x 6 x 6cm

VEGAS 

Vegas Tea light Holder expresses edginess and Rock’n’Roll. The charcoal black, milky 
white and clear crystal creates a rough look. With the fine cuts and crystal detailing, 

Vegas becomes a sculptural object with a mesmerizing effect.

VEGAS 

29,5 x 8 x 8cm
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NASHVILLE

The Nashville Tealight Holder radiates a spring feeling with its bright yellow base. 
The interplay between the yellow and red gives the Tealight Holder a contemporary 

appearance, and merge the simple with the dazzling.

NASHVILLE 

18 x 8 x 8cm

MIAMI

The Miami crystal Tealight Holder creates an instant summer feeling with its bright 
colour combination. The vibrant expression is inspired by the legendary pastel-co-

loured hotels of  South Beach, Miami.

MIAMI 

19,8 x 8 x 8cm
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PHOENIX

The Phoenix Tealight Holder presents an impression of  delicateness and toughness.  
Handcrafted from black, clear and amber crystal featuring the iconic 

Reflections Copenhagen cuts and shape.

PHOENIX 

14,5 x 9 x 9cm

DAKOTA

Amber, clear and black coloured crystal come together in this Reflections Copenhagen 
Tealight Holder, which looks to Art Deco aesthetics for inspiration. Angular, crisp and 
clear cut, the holder also presents a playful quality thanks to its unexpectedly stacked  
arrangement, a composition that lends itself  to both functionality and a decorative 

appeal.

DAKOTA 

16,5 x 9 x 9cm
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CHICAGO

The Chicago crystal Tealight Holders are all artistic statuettes, in a majestic form with elegant 
detailing. The colour tones exude contemporary luxury and an aesthetic pleasure. 

CHICAGO

13 x 10 x 10cm

TEXAS

Texas Tealight Holders has a compelling play of  crystal-cut geometric shapes.  
The aesthetic and high-quality design is made to last for an eternity. 

TEXAS 

7,8 x 9 x 9cm
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OPHELIA

The faceted façades and striking colours of  Reflection Copenhagen’s Ophelia Tealight 
Holders are reminiscent of  precious gemstones. They’re made from hand-cut crystal and 

all have contrasting base engraves with rectangular inlays for a subtle striped effect. 

OPHELIA 

9 x 9 x 7,8cm
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Functional object that flaunts sculptural qualities, promising radiant light refractions 
and an inspiring aura.
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QUEENS & BROOKLYN CANDLE HOLDERS
Queens and Brooklyn Candle Holders are the interpretation of  the wild skyline of  

New York with its distinctive Art Deco architectural style. These timeless functional art 
objects will add a sophisticated touch to your home.

BROOKLYN

12,8 x 8 x 5,5 cm

QUEENS 

13,8 x 9 x 4 cm
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The sculptural Reflections Copenhagen vases are designed with a vision:  
uniting art, functionality and beauty.
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RALEIGH VASE

 This vase represents the initiative we all must take to sustain beauty in our lives and land in the 
right place. The designers at Reflections Copenhagen have been inspired by the architectural 

development of  the grid pattern from Raleigh, North Carolina, and have managed, within the 
crystal arrangement, to create intersections and orthogonal geometrical patterns. 

RALEIGH 

12,7 x 12cm

CHICAGO VASE

The Chicago t-light has been reimagined and formed into a vase. A subtle yet elegant 
addition to the majestic collection of  vases. The Chicago vase represents a more crisp 

and masculin identity, in the geometric shape, as in the colour tones.

 

22,5 x 17,8 x 10cm

CHICAGO 

9 x 9 x 15cm
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HARLEM VASE

This weighty Vase channels old Hollywood glamour and luxury, when exquisite  
architecture and décor defined the atmosphere of  both films and homes during the 1920s and ‘30s. The 
Danish designers of  the Harlem Vase, Julie Hugau and Andrea Larsson, were inspired by the massive 
skyscrapers that make up the “wild skyline” of  New York City, and graphic expressions of  Art Deco.

HARLEM 

22,5 x 17,8 x 10cm

GRAND MANHATTAN & MANHATTAN VASE

The Grand Manhattan and The Manhattan vases are inspired by the architectural lines of  the 
New York skyline and the soft natural curves of  a seashell. A sculptural design that combines the 

rigid geometric shapes with delicate chromatic composition of  fine hand cut crystal. 

GRAND MANHATTAN 

25,5 x 23 x 13,5cm

MANHATTAN 

16 x 21,5 x 11cm
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OHIO VASE

Sculptural and masculine in equal parts and handcrafted from clear, black and  
amber-hued crystal, the striking vase is additionally mesmerizing for the refractions of  

light that filter through its geometrically patterned surface. 

UTAH VASE

The graceful feminine colour of  rose and the darkness of  black combined with transparent clear 
crystal - all harmonized in the creation of  the Reflections Copenhagen Utah Vase. Blending timeless 

aesthetic with a unique sense of  geometric forms. A design that is extravagant and surprising.

UTAH 

27,8 x 13 x 13cm

OHIO 

25,8 x 11 x 11cm
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SOUTH BEACH VASE

The pastel colour hues and Art Deco-inspired silhouette of  Reflections Copenhagen’s South Beach 
Vase emulate the tropical hotels lining the famous Miami beachfront. It’s handcrafted from crystal and 
shaped with staggered rectangular blocks on either side of  the foundation that give the impression of  

symmetry – a recurring style in 1920s avant-garde architecture. 

SOUTH BEACH 

23 x 17,8 x 8cm

AMARILLO VASE

The Amarillo Vase is a stunning combination of  brilliance, geometric cuts and clarity. Accentuate 
the beauty of  floral arrangements with this devastating fine crystal vase adorned with Reflections 

Copenhagen’s signature carvings and patterns. 

AMARILLO 

40 x 42,5 x 22,8 cm

MASTER
PIECE
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The bowls and trays are an impeccable combination of  glamour  
and diversity for your table decor.
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PANAMA TRAY

The spirit of  the Memphis style enters the mainstream - welcome to the Panama Tray.

PANAMA 

40 x 25,5 x 8,5cm

FONTANA TRAY

The Fontana Tray nods to the work of  the Pop-culture era.
Created in direct contrast to the strict structure of  modern design in favour of  the radical.

FONTANA 

44 x 26 x 9cm
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HALIFAX BOWL

This Halifax bowl evokes the style and glamour of  the 1920’s and 1930’s and oozes contemporary charm. The colour 
combination is carefully composed and reflects the changing of  times. With its pleasing harmony in the flowing lines of  
the crystals, this bowl is well sized and practical. It takes time and skill to create this hand-cut crystal bowl and it is both 
decorative and functional at the same time. This milky white gem facetted base contrasts elegantly with the delicate and 
exquisitely coloured plum band that securely holds the remarkable bowl. This bowl will make all your treats irresistible. 

HALIFAX 

20 x 20 x 15,5cm

HOPE BOWL

 The Hope bowl is designed to bring greater joy to our day-to-day lives. The shape of  this bowl has been created with 
great attention to detail. The diamond engraved zigzags along the sides of  the bowl highlight the triangular shape of  
the bowl, while it accentuates the band that hold it. The delicate choice of  colour is an enhancement to the feeling of  

optimism and positivity; some of  the primary values of  Reflections Copenhagen. 

HOPE  

14 x 14 x 11cm
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HOPE LARGE 

16 x 16 x 9,5cm

VIRGINIA

The Virginia bowl is an invitation to celebrate that Spring has finally arrived and symbolises the awakening 
and renewal of  a fresh start. This bowl has the appearance of  a solid slab of  ice that has carefully been pla-

ced on a facetted and diamond shaped green square. 
The sunlight refracts remarkably through the crystal and creates an infinity of  patterns. 
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DENVER BOWLS

The Denver bowls draws inspiration from the 80’s punk glamour décor seen in the juxtaposing 
crossed lines on the exterior. Each carefully crafted from fine hand cut crystal and shaped into a 

thick cube that has a dipped, curved centre and rests on a ridged base.

DENVER LARGE 

10 x 18 x 18cm

DENVER SMALL 

8,5 x 14,5 x 14,5cm

GEORGIA TRAY

A remarkable centerpiece, that will amplify any tablesetting into a striking, 
colorful and exceptional decór.

GEORGIA TRAY

36 x 25 x 20cm
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MADISON AND ARIZONA BOWLS

The Arizona and The Madison Bowls combines softness with rough edges and high-
lights the aim to challenge conventional home interiors with inventive silhouettes and 

shapes. 

MADISON 

14 x 18 x 18cm

ARIZONA 

16,5 x 22 x 22cm
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DALLAS AND SAVANNAH TRAYS

The opulent colourful pose and precisely craftsmanship of  the Dallas and Savannah 
Trays evokes an immediate Cubism Tamed atmosphere.

DALLAS 

32 x 23,8 x 32cm

SAVANNAH 

28 x 17,5 x 28cm

OKLAHOMA TRAY

Sprawlingmansions of  the Style Modern giants and architecture-rich Oklahoma has 
been the great inspiration to invent the Oklahoma Tray. Capturing the essence and 
beauty of  the colorful crystal united with historic style and contemporaty design.

OKLAHOMA 

35 x 35 x 30cm
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The Bonbonniere collection is a blend of  elegant and refined design, 
crispness of  colors and understated sophistication.
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WILSON ICE BUCKET
 The vintage inspired ice bucket is perfect for the sparkling moments. Made of  hand-crafted crystals this 

bucket is entirely determined by its elegance. The bodacious lid makes this bucket a showpiece. The smoky 
grey diamond shaped crystal pieces on the side of  the bucket gives reference to the carnivalesque feel. This 

ice bucket makes a fabulous addition to any dining table setting and will surely be admired by all your guests.

WILSON 

19,5 x 14 x 15cm
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HAMPTONS BONBONNIERE

The azure-blue hue of  the Hamptons Bonbonniere will instantly transport you the
Mediterranean every time you gaze at its magnificent colour. Hand-cut from fine

crystal, it features beveled edges, a matching lid and a striking geometric
design etched around the perimeter. 

HAMPTONS BONBONNIERE 

18 x 18 x 20,5cm

GRAND NEW HAVEN BASIN

The Grand New Haven Basin is an eclectic creation with a masculine and powerful
color combination. A true eye-catching statement piece with attitude and character. 

GRAND NEW HAVEN BASIN 

20 x 20 x 16,8cm
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NEW HAVEN BASIN

The two New Haven Basins in rose and green challenges traditional styles and silhoue-
tes of  today’s décor, blending opulent colours and avant-garde lines.

NEW HAVEN GREEN 

13 x 13 x 12cm

LONG ISLAND FLACON

Long Island Flacon takes inspiration from the French Boudoir interiors and the
sleek, sophisticated style of  The Hamptons.

LONG ISLAND FLACON 

19 X 8 X 8cm
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The Home Scents, a line of  scented candles, that represents the first on to 
a new era for Reflections Copenhagen. With this expansion, we combine 

striking visuals and intriguing scents.
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SOFIE 

18 x 18 x 13cm

LAURA 

8 x 8 x 13cm

REBECCA 

10 x 10 x 13,5cm

CLARA 

12 x 12 x 10cm
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Reflections Copenhagen has re-interpreted the classic Glass Bells into contemporary 
versions and establishes the Glass Bells with new a perception and viewing of  the 

standard Glass Bell. Both Created with memorable notes of  the forgotten and impres-
sion of  the great beyond.
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EMPIRE GLASS BELL

Handcrafted by the finest hand cut crystal featuring a sleek, domed bell design and 
attracts attention to the extravagant knob handle and melodramatic base.

EMPIRE GLASS BELL 
31,5 x 13cm

MERIDIAN GLASS BELL

The Meridian Glass Bell. An applause to all the art lovers in the world. A dramatic 
piece that truly honors the dedication, passion and heroism of  those that endorse the 

power to accept being diverse.

MERIDIAN GLASS BELL 
35 x 24 x 15,5cm

MASTER
PIECE
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The Reflection Copenhagen Bookends are a tribute to some of  New York’s most vi-
brant neighborhoods. They are artisanally crafted from hand-cut crystal into paneled 

silhouettes that marries art and decoration. 
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HORSE BOOKEND

Horses have been important figures in mythology and folklore of  many cultures, as well as in people’s per-
sonal lives. The spiritual meaning of  a horse was considered to be of  courage, integrity, perseverance and 

power. And one can only conclude that the designers at Reflections Copenhagen have created a triumphant 
work of  art with their stunning and magical bookend.

HORSE 

17,5 x 13 x 6,5cm

TRIBECA & SOHO BOOKENDS

The Tribeca and Soho Bookends consists of  a vivid colour combination. The colours 
and shape changes depending on their position, angle and location. 

TRIBECA 

16 x 9,5 x 9,5cm
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SOHO 

19,5 x 14 x 7cm
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Beautiful and whimsical perfume flacons, each carefully designed with a distinct and magical 
appearance. The flacons are created to evoke the vibe of  a vintage boudoir set in a contem-

porary context. True to the original function of  the flacon, it can be filled with your trea-
sured perfume in the perfect fusion of  form and function. Create your own poetic perfumery 

with Reflections Copenhagen’s unique and sparkling fine hand cut crystal flacons.
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BELLEVILLE PERFUME FLACON

BELLEVILLE 

16,5 x 8 x 8cm

HAMILTON PERFUME FLACON

HAMILTON 

17 x 12 x 4,7cm
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LAUDERDALE PERFUME FALCON

LAUDERDALE 

20 x 7 x 7cm

RIVERSIDE PERFUME FLACON

RIVERSIDE 

16 x 16 x 5,7cm
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ROCHESTER PERFUME FLACON

ROCHESTER 

17,5 x 20 x 7,5cm
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The glassware collection elevates the vibrant dining experience with a distinguished line of  
drinking glasses. The splash of  signature Reflections Copenhagen luxury glassware will set a 
sophisticated tone for your parties and add delight to everday life with a playful and theatri-
cal mindset, inspired by the wonderful English antique glassware traditions. The appearance 
of  the upper part of  all six glasses contrasts seamlessly with the intricacy of  the lower half. 

All of  the fine hand cut crystal stems have bevelled detailing and a wide colour range all the 
way down to the foot, from which ridges illuminate. 
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CHELSEA GLASSES

In this new inerpretation, Reflection Copenhagen have managed to incorporate the gem facetted 
coloured base to their diamond engraved crystal glass. The milky mint and bright yellow bevelled 
base will spruce up any drink. If  these two handcrafted glasses don’t put you in the mood to hold 
a dinner party, we don’t know what will. These glasses come as a set of  two and will match a wide 

range of  our crystal glasses. 

CHELSEA

15cm
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CHELSEA LOW

The Chelsea glasses is the newest addition to the glassaware collection. Its crafts-
manship, regal and graceful, all apparent from every angle and taking part in a 

storied and elegant past.

CHELSEA LOW GREY 

10,7cm

CHELSEA LOW ROUGE 

10,7cm
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MAYFAIR TALL 

20cm

RICHMOND SHORT 

14,5cm

SOMERSET SHORT 

14,3cm

ASCOT TALL 

19,5cm

MAYFAIR SHORT 

15,5cm

WINDSOR TALL 

19cm
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Discover Reflections Copenhagen unique tables.  
Adding extravagant and eclectic elegance to any decor.
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ORLANDO TABLE

Eclectic style meets eccentric glam. The Orlando table is designed with the modern 
and unique identity, produced with materials and craftsmanship that reflect ideal 

design values. 

ORLANDO 

60 x 60 x 40cm

DETROIT TABLE

The handcrafted Detroit table is designed to be a piece of  sculptural furniture. Each detail 
unveils a different emotion joy, surprise andnostalgia. The table is contemporary by creative 

interpretation. An uncensored aesthetic where each element in the table has its own power and 
expression. 

DETROIT 

75 x 75 x 44cm
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LOUISIANA TABLE

A versatile table for the living room. Playfully and uniquely designed with pure geometric forms 
and three legs. The Louisiana table is intended as a product in the spirit of  the iconic.

LOUSIANA 

90 x 90 x 47,5cm
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Design By Us & Reflections Copenhagen have put their creative minds together and 
created this unique series of  lamps, CARNIVAL. A festive parade of  hand cut crystal 

pendants and a decadent table lamp. With blasting colour combinations, a brave 
pattern mix, and sharply cut crystal these pendants move in a field of  excitement 

between decadence and theatre. A series of  lamps which push the norms and seduce 
their audience with the crystal’s magical reflections.
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CARNIVAL LAMPS

NO. 1 

35 X 5,8cm

NO. 2 

35 X 5,8cm

CARNIVAL TABLE LAMP NO.1

TABLE LAMP 

72 X 30cm
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The mirrors, a decorative, handcrafted collection incorporating traditional styles 
and shapes while providing new dimensions of  form and strength through distinctive 

mirror decór.
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BELLATRIX & POLARIS

Bellatrix & Polaris mirrors feature searing looks inspired by the temptation of  geome-
tric lines, and marked by tasteful colour choice and classy but yet edgy design. It’s a 

trend informed by the principles of  80s: big, loud, and lavish.

BELLATRIX 

58,2 x 132 x 2,5cm

POLARIS 

42,7 x 90 x 2,2cm
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DIAMOND SMALL

The Diamond Mirrors illustrates a perfect combination of  function and art. These 
unique mirrors are inspired by the dazzling Style Modern era with its striking diamond 

shaped wedges, and yet they still manages to invoke a classic feel.

DIAMOND SMALL SILVER 

57,6 x 80 x 6cm

DIAMOND LARGE

DIAMOND LARGE SILVER 

72 x 100 x 6,2 cm
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DIAMOND LARGE BRONZE 

72 x 100 x 6,2cm

DIAMOND LARGE

DIAMOND LARGE EMERALD 

72 x 100 x 6,2cm

DIAMOND LARGE
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DIAMOND XL

The Diamond XL Mirror is a magnificent full-body mirror that does not only provide 
functionality but becomes a part of  your interior style. 

DIAMOND XL 

82 x 140 x 6,7cm

NOUVEAU 70

The Nouveau 70, 80 and 90 mirrors unite elegance with simplicity and are characteri-
zed by geometric colour detailing. 

NOUVEAU 70 

70 x 1,2cm
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NOUVAEU 80 

80 x 1,2cm

NOUVEAU 80

NOUVAEU 90 

90 x 1,2cm

NOUVEAU 90
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TWILIGHT

The marvellous Twilight mirror is a fantastic addition to our shabby chic Boudoir 
Collection. Accentuate your home with this piece of  timeless allure.

TWILIGHT 

55 x 85 x 1,2cm

MOUTH

The pop art inspired Mouth mirror is witty, brightly coloured, and made with hand cut 
facetted mirror parts – making it possible for it to create a unique dynamic.

MOUTH 

120 x 79 x 7cm
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EYE OF THE TIGER

Eye of  the Tiger mirror illustrates the magnificence of  light as it bounces back and 
meets the eye with fierceness and strength.

EYE OF THE TIGER 

132,2 x 79,6 x 3,5cm

FAN

This Art Deco Fan Frameless Wall Mirror created with passion for vintage inspired design.

FAN 

130 x 64,6 x 4cm
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SCANDINAVIAN FALL

 The vintage inspired ice bucket is perfect for the sparkling moments. Made of  hand-crafted 
crystals this bucket is entirely determined by its elegance. The bodacious lid makes this bucket 
a showpiece. The smoky grey diamond shaped crystal pieces on the side of  the bucket gives 

reference to the carnivalesque feel. This ice bucket makes a fabulous addition to any dining table 
setting and will surely be admired by all your guests.

SCANDIVAVIAN FALL 

70 x 140cm

SCANDINAVIAN SPRING

With Spring comes happiness and Reflections Copenhagen are delighted to introduce two new mirrors, the Scandinavian Fall mirror, 
and the Scandinavian Spring mirror. The Fall mirror is inspired by the autumnal feel that summer has come to an end and nature is 

preparing for winter with its burgundy, blue, and yellow tones. The hand-cut mirrored glass has been carefully placed on either side of  
the mirror to give an elongated effect. This full-bodied art nouveau mirror can be hung horizontally as well as vertically and is ideal for 

brightening up any room. Reflections Copenhagen suggest that it is placed or hung in a dressing room or in a hallway.

SCANDINAVIAN SPRING

70 x 140cm
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ECLIPSE SMALL

 The small Eclipse mirror gives reference to the definition of  an eclipse; the earth and the moon form a line 
with the sun. The fan-like shape of  the coloured glass set along the bottom of  the mirror connects the mirror 

with an eclipse. The colours are simple and the colour combination calm. This incredibly elegant mirror is ide-
al for a children’s bedroom, bathroom or a dressing room. This mirror reflects much more than just an image. 

It’s an original work of  art for your wall.

ECLIPSE SMALL 

67x 70cm

DIAMOND BURGUNDY

 This small burgundy hand-crafted diamond mirror is a new edition to the diamond mirror collection. It is a magnificent mirror that takes its in-
spiration from the Art Deco era. It provides both functionality as well as being an elegant and useful ornament. This spectacular mirror is avai-
lable in two additional sizes, allowing you to choose the mirror that best suits your settings. Give your room a new décor with this conspicuous 
and noticeable mirror. This mirror can be mounted both horizontally and vertically, and Reflections Copenhagen suggest that it is hung in a 

guest bathroom, in a hallway or by your dressing table.

DIAMOND SMALL 

80 x 57.6 x 6cm
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RAYS OF LIGHT

The Rays Of  Light mirror reflects light and create the illusion of  more space. With its 
pure and squared shape and iconic expression, the Rays of  Light Mirror adds a gentle 

touch of  elegance to any interior style.

RAYS OF LIGHT 

62 x 160 x 4cm
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CONTACT US

REFLECTIONS COPENHAGEN

RENTEMESTERVEJ 43

2400 COPENHAGEN NV 

DENMARK 

INFO@REFLECTIONS-COPENHAGEN.COM

SALES@REFLECTIONS-COPENHAGEN.COM

+45 21 48 48 09

+45 40 72 00 01

WWW.REFLECTIONS-COPENHAGEN.COM


